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S U M M A R Y  

Improved experimental schemes for the recently introduced J-modulated [~SN. ~ H]-correlation experiment 
for measurements of the homonuclear amide proton-C" proton vicinal coupling constants. ~JHN.. in uniform- 
ly bSN-labeled proteins are described, and a nonlinear fit procedure is presented for quantitative evaluation 
of 3JHy,,- The method was first tested with the N-terminal DNA-binding domain of the 434 repressor 
(M = 7.3 kDa), where at 13 C precise values of 3JHN,, in the range 2.0-9.5 Hz were obtained tbr all residues 
with resolved 15N-IH cross peaks. It was then applied to the Antennapedia homeodomain complexed to a 
synthetic 14-base pair DNA fragment (molecular weight of" the complex ~ 18 kDa). The 3JHN. values meas- 
ured were found to be in excellent agreement with those predicted from the secondary structure of this pro- 
tein in the complex. 

I N T R O D U C T I O N  

Af te r  a decade  d o m i n a t e d  by measu remen t s  o f  N O E s  leading to comple te  pro te in  s t ruc ture  de- 

t e rmina t ion  in so lu t ion  (Wii thr ich ,  1986, 1990), we present ly  witness a revival o f  interest  in cou- 

pl ing cons tan ts .  Based on K a r p l u s - t y p e  re la t ions  (Karp lus ,  1959, 1963: Bystrov,  1976) vicinal 

coup l ing  cons tan t s  p rov ide  essential  supp l emen ta ry  in fo rma t ion  on local c o n f o r m a t i o n  and con- 

fo rma t iona l  equi l ibr ia  ( N a g a y a m a  and  Wii thr ich ,  1981), and  suppor t  the de t e rmina t i on  o f  indivi-  

dual  ass ignments  for pairs  o f  d i a s t e reo top ic  l igands  (Arseniev  et al., 1988: Gfinter t  et al., 1989). 

* To whom correspondence should be addressed. 
Abbreviations andsymbo& NOE, nuclear Overhauser effect: COSY, two-dimensional correlated spectroscopy: 3JHN~ or J. 
homonuclear vicinal amide proton-C" proton coupling constant: 434 repressor(1-69), N-terminal DNA-binding domain 
of the 434 repressor comprising 69 residues. 
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Motivated by this renewed interest, numerous novel NMR experiments for studies of spin-spin 
coupling constants have recently been proposed, in particular also for measurements of amide 
proton-C a proton coupling constants, 3JHNa (e.g., Kay et al., 1989; Montelione and Wagner, 1989; 
Kim and Prestegard, 1989; Kay and Bax, 1990; Ludvigsen et al., 1991; Wagner et al., 1991 ). J-mo- 
dula.ted [#SNJH]-COSY (Neri et al., 1990) is also one of the experiments proposed for this pur- 
pose, which has so far been used for qualitative measurements of 3JHN~ in uniformly 15N-enriched 
proteins. The present article describes a procedure that permits quantitative measurements of the 
vicinal coupling constants 3JHN~ even in relatively large molecular species, using a nonlinear fit of 
the [i 5N,IH]_COSY cross-peak volumes to the expected damped oscillations of the coherence dur- 
ing a delay before signal acquisition. 

The vicinal coupling constants 3JHNa have long had a special role because they have often been 
the most readily accessible NMR parameters that could be related to polypeptide backbone con- 
formation. Special care has therefore been taken to establish empirical calibrations of the Kar- 
plus-type equations for 3JHN ~ (Bystrov, 1976; De Marco et al., 1978), and recognition of specific 
patterns of 3JHNa values along the amino acid sequence has been applied for the identification of 
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Fig. 1. Experimental schemes for measurements of  3JHN, with J-)modulated [15N,IH]-COSY. Narrow vertical bars indicate 
~/2 pulses, wide bars are n pulses: SL indicates a spin-lock purge pulse of  2 ms length (Otting and W(ithrich, 1988). The 
delays tt and "(i = t~ are tuned to 112 *J(15N,IH). "~2 is a variable delay; for measurements of  3JHN, a series of spectra with 
different % values is recorded. (A) Previously used scheme (Neff et al., 1990) supplemented with a refocusing (It),(i~N) 

T~ 
pulse and heteronuclear decoupling in t_,. (B) Pulse sequence recommended for studies of bigger-sized proteins. "r~ = ~ - 

2 

"r] - z(O+)- z(O3), where the z(O,)s are the lengths of  the pulses with phase ~,. All re-pulses are centrally located in the time 
2 

period between the immediately preceding and following pulses on either channel, except for the pulse ~o~(*H). which is 
in the centre of't> Phase cycles are described in Table 1. Water suppression is achieved with the 2 ms spin-lock pulse (Mes- 
serle et al., 1989). Alternatively, the schemes may be preceded by selective irradiation of the water signal, or the two sol- 
vent suppression techniques may be combined. 
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regular secondary  structures in proteins (Pardi et al., 1984). However ,  it has also been found that 

measurements  o f  3JHN u in homonuc lea r  J H N M R  spectra can be beset with systematic errors once 

the natural  line widths are comparab le  to the J values (Neuhaus  et al., 1985). In this paper  we 

show that J -modula ted  [15N,IH]-COSY enables reliable measurements  o f  3JHNa also under these 

limiting condit ions.  The method  is s t ra ight forward in its practical application,  and since uniform 

15N-labeling o f  proteins is becoming more  and more  c o m m o n  (Mcln tosh  and Dahlquist ,  1990), it 

should be quite widely applicable. 

T H E O R Y  A N D  C O M P U T A T I O N A L  M E T H O D S  

In J -modula ted  [15N,IH]-COSY (Neri et al., 1990) one observes the modula t ion  o f  the amide 

p ro ton  magnet izat ion by the scalar coupl ing 3JHNt~ during a delay x~ at the end of  heteronuclear  

correlat ion experiments (Bodenhausen  and Ruben,  1980). In this section we describe improved J- 

modula ted  heteronuclear  COSY experiments that are suitable for studies o f  3JHNu in proteins o f  

different sizes, the general strategy used for the data  processing, and a nonl inear  fit procedure  that 

enables a quanti tat ive determinat ion o f  3JHN u. Experimental  details are given in the Results sec- 

tion, primarily in the figure captions.  

Experimental schemes.lot J-modulated [15 N,I H]-CO S Y 
Figure 1 and Table 1 present two J -modula ted  [15N,IH]_COSY experiments. These experiments 

rely on the observat ion o f  the amide pro ton  resonances, so that the measurements  have to be per- 

formed in H20  solution with the use o f  a suitable solvent suppression scheme. In the experimental 

schemes o f  Fig. I the water signal is suppressed by a spin-lock pulse, SLx (Messerle et al., 1990). 

Alternatively, one could use presaturat ion by selective irradiation at the water frequency before 

each scan, provided that the loss in sensitivity arising from. saturat ion transfer to the amide pro- 

tons is acceptable under  the experimental  condit ions used. 

The experimental  scheme o f  Fig. I A is the previously used experiment (Neri et al., 1990) supple- 

TABLE 1 
PHASE CYCLES FOR THE EXPERIMENTAL SCHEMES A AND BOF FIG. 1 

A B 

O t  ( y  h.,( - y h . ,  ( x ,  - x )t.,,~ 

O: [ix)2( - x).+~ [ix)n( - x)3:h 
(/)~ [(xh( - xh(yh( -Y)414 [(x):( - x)2(y)2( - Y)-.]~z 
(lh [(x h.( - x)..]: [(x),~( - x),~h 
O~ (x)~" (x):56 ~ 
O~ (x h.~( - x h ?  (x):sC' 
07 (x. - x)n [(x)~( - x)~]2 
O~ (xh:~( - x)t..~ 
O~ [(xh( - x)s},~ 
Receiver [(x.- xh( - x.xh]4 '~[(x)~( - x).~(x)~( - x)~(x)4] 1( - x)Ax)~( - x)~(xh( - x hi}4 

Pulses that were subjected to TPPI for quadrature detection (Marion and Wfithrich. 1983). 
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mented with a refocusing n(15N) pulse and heteronuclear decoupling during t2 using a WALTZ-16 
decoupling sequence with suppression of cycling sidebands (Shaka et al., 1986). Decoupling dur- 
ing t~ is achieved with a proton n-pulse with phase ~2, which refocuses the heteronuclear antiphase 
magnetization. The phase cycles are listed in Table 1. In J-modulated [ISN,IH]-COSY experi- 
ments, the quantity of interest is the variation of intensity and sign of the cross peaks in the 
[15N,IH]-plane as a function of the delay time t2. The delay time t~ at which a cross peak changes 
its sign is approximately related to the 3JHN a coupling constant of the observed residue by the rela- 
tion 

1 
r ~  (1) 

2 3JHN~t 

In earlier applications of J-modulated [ISN,IH]-COSY, Eq. 1 was used to calculate the 3JHNa'S 
from t~-values. These were estimated from a series of measurements performed with different de- 
lay times t~_, checking for which t2 value the sign of a given cross peak is inverted (Neri et al., 
1990). 

With 64 steps the experimental scheme of Fig. 1A has a shorter phase cycle than the scheme of 
Fig. lB. It is therefore best suited for small proteins with inherently good signal-to-noise ratios. 
The scheme B offers more favourable spin relaxation behaviour, which is crucial for work with 
bigger molecules with rapid T2 relaxation, since it selects transverse heteronuclear two-spin coher- 
ence at the start of the J-modulation period r> It is the pulse sequence of choice for larger pro- 
teins. 

A product operator description (Sorensen et al., 1983) identifies the terms required for the pre- 
cise evaluation of the coupling constants 3JHN,,, and leads to the origin of the different relaxation 
rates observed in the two experiments of Fig. 1. H N, H '~ and N denote the spin operators of the 
amide proton, the CU-proton and the ~SN nucleus, respectively. Starting from equilibrium magnet- 
ization, H~, and with tt = 1/21J(15N,tH), we have the following terms at the beginning of the spin- 
lock pulse, SLx: 

?H~Nz cos(nJr t n - ) +4Hy H~N~ sin(nJrl) (2) 

If terms cancelled by the phase cycling are omitted, the first term of Eq. 2 evolves as 

2HNNz SLd 'H)  2HNN~ _~ H), ( - ~  (I-~N) \2 j~  2HNNy 

t~/2-n(~H)~-tl/2 
2 HznNyCOS(QNtl) 2H~Nycos(QNt 1) (3) 

where ~N is the angular frequency of the tSN spin relative to the lSN carrier frequency. In the ex- 

perimental scheme of Fig. I A the additional pulse (-~'~ (~SN)in the last step of Eq. 3 converts the 
\2/,7 
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heteronuclear two-spin coherence N 2HyNy immediately into single-quantum magnetization 
N 2Hy N z, which evolves during the delay z2 into H~ magnetization with a cos(~Jz2) dependence and 

relaxes as single-quantum coherence throughout the delay ~2. The (2) (~H)  pulse immediately be- 

fore detection purges any amide proton magnetization in antiphase with respect to the a-proton 
by converting it into a-proton magnetization. In the experimental scheme of Fig. 1B the coher- 
ence 2H~Ny evolves also with cos(~J~2) during z2 but relaxes as multiple-quantum coherence dur- 

ing the interval (~,-~'). This term is converted into 2H~Nz magnetization only by the {~-'~ (~SN) 
- \27% 

pulse near the end of the delay "~2, before the heteronuclear antiphase magnetization is refocused 
during z(. 

The second term of Eq. 2 leads to observable magnetization only if the spin-lock pulse SLx is 
used (Fig. 1 ), which converts this term according to 

SLx(IH) 
N ~ N a " 2 4Hy HzNz - 4 H z  HyNzSln fl+ .... (4) 

where further, irrelevant terms were omitted and 13 is the effective flip angle of the spin-lock pulse. 
Because of virtually complete averaging of the flip angles over the sample due to the radiofrequen- 
cy inhomogeneity of the spin-lock pulse, the term sin213 is averaged to 0.5. The .coherence 
- "~N~ 'N is then further converted as described by Eq. 5: - - * * Z  "*y*'Z 

N ~ 2 
- 2 H ~  H ~ N ~  " N �9 2H  x HyNy 

3 ( I H )  

tl/2-g(~H)x-t~/2 2H~HyNyCOS(g2Nt ~ ) x 2H~H~Nycos(g2Nt, ) (5) 

During ~2 the final product operator in Eq. 5 evolves into H~ magnetization with a sin(Mz2) de- 
pendence. Therefore, if one collects all the trigonometric terms containing J, the volume of the 
tSN-amide proton cross peaks, V, is modulated as described by Eq. 6. 

V ~ [cos(nJrl) cos(nJr2) - 0.5 sin(nJz 1) sin(nJr2) ] (6) 

9 N While the tt-evolution of the term _H z Ny of Eq. 3 results in an absorption-mode singlet in the mt- 
N dimension, the term 2H x HyNy of Eq. 5 contributes a component to the cross peak which has an 

absorption-mode, in-phase multiplet fine structure in the ml-dimension due to 3j~ scalar cou- 
plings. In writing Eq. 6 it is assumed that the cross peaks are integrated over their entire width in 
the m~-dimension. 

In special situations, where the improved peak separation of a 2D spectrum is not needed, 1D 
variants of the experiments of Fig. 1 may be preferable. An illustration is provided by the recently 
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described study of a complex of the 15N-labeled cyclic undecapeptide cyclosporin A with unla- 
beled cyclophilin (molecular weight of the complex: 18.9 kDa) (Weber et al., 1991), where the 
3JHn a values for the 4 nonmethylated amide groups of cyclosporin A were determined with a I D 
variant of the experiment of Fig. I A. I D versions of the 2D experiments of Fig. 1 are obtained by 

elimination of the sequence (IH)-tl/2-rc(IH)-tl/2- (JH) from the respective experimental 

schemes. Due to the omission ofq~ and q~,, the length of the phase cycles is reduced by a factor 
4. Basically, with the phase cycling used (Table 1 ) the 1D versions are I H NMR experiments con- 
taining a pulse sequence corresponding to a 15N half filter element of the type tl/2- 

~(IH),~%( - l-tl/_-SLx(~H), (Otting and W/ithrich, 1990). The result is a 

difference spectrum which contains only the resonances of ~SN-bound protons. 

Data processing and spectral analysis 
In the [15N,IH]-COSY spectrum of a protein with 100 amino acid residues, about 100 15N-IH 

cross peaks must be identified and integrated for each value of t2, so that of the order of 1000 
peaks need to be evaluated for a 3JHN u determination. This process can nowadays be largely auto- 
mated, provided that care is taken to identically record and process the data at different t2 values. 
Based on the chemical shifts obtained previously from the sequence-specific resonance assign- 
ments (Wfithrich, 1986), we used the program EASY (Eccles et al., 1991 ) for picking, assignment 
and integration of the cross peaks. After interactive selection of integration areas for each peak in 
the first spectrum, EASY automatically integrated the same areas in all the spectra and produced 
lists of peak volumes suitable for the fitting program. 

Quantitative determination of  3JHN a from J-modulated [/SN,/H]-COS Y data 
From the above product operator analysis of J-modulated [tSN,IH]-COSY it is clear that in ad- 

dition to the modulation of the coherence by 3JHN, during t2 as cos(n Jr2), a quantitative analysis 
of the experimental data must also consider the evolution of the amide proton magnetization 
under J during the short delay tl, as well as the nuclear spin relaxation during t2. This is achieved 
through fitting of the expression (7) to the experimental dependence of the cross-peak volumes on 
~2 (see Fig. 3). 

V(t2) = A'[cos(ltJr I ) cos(nJt2) - 0.5 sin(nJtl) sin(zrJrz)].e I -,:,x~l (7) 
/) 

where V(t2) is the cross-peak volume as a function of the delay time t2, A the cross-peak volume 
at t2 = 0, J the coupling c o n s t a n t  3JllNu, and T~ the apparent transverse spin relaxation time. In 
the experiment of Fig. 1 B the effective relaxation rate for the coherence evolving during t2 - t'~ is 
given by the arithmetic mean of the relaxation rates for heteronuclear zero- and double-quantum 
coherence, because each ~-pulse interconverts zero-quantum coherence into double-quantum co- 
herence, and vice versa. Further relaxation of the single-quantum coherence during the constant 
delay t'~ contributes a constant factor to the overall relaxation during t2, which is therefore well 
approximated by the single relaxation time T~. 

For the assessment of the uncertainty in the experimental cross-peak volumes, one has to ac- 
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count for the fact that even very small volumes have a finite error arising from the random noise, 
and that some error components  increase with increasing volumes, e.g., side lobes of  cross peaks, 

or t~-noise. The most simple model consistent with these requirements is a linear error dependence 
on the cross-peak volumes with a nonvanishing error value for zero volumes. In our implementa- 
tion of the fitting procedure, the errors attributed both to zero volume and to the largest peak in 

the spectrum recorded for the shortest "~2-value are selected by the user as percentage values of  the 
volume of this largest peak. For cross-peak volumes intermediate between these two extreme val- 
ues, the error is then obtained by linear interpolation. These somewhat arbitrary error estimates 

are not critical, since variation by as much as a factor 2 did not noticeably affect the J values ob- 
tained. 

Initial estimates for the fit parameters  A, J and T 2 in Eq. 7 were obtained as follows: an approx- 

imate value of z2 (Eq. 1) was obtained by linear interpolation between the two experimental 
points along z2 for which the last positive and the first negative peak volumes were observed, and 
the start value of J was then obtained with Eq. 1. When no zero passage could be observed, the 

largest z2 value for which a spectrum had been recorded was used in the place of'~ 2. The start val- 
ue for J was then inserted into Eq. 7, and initial values for A and T'2 were obtained by a linear fit. 
The Levenberg-Marquard t  algorithm (e.g., Press et al., 1986) was used to minimize the expression 

z, ~ = ~ [v(r~)-  V(~9]-" (8) 
i = l  

where the summation is over all n experimental values of'r2. Z~i, is thus the sum of the squares of  

the deviations between the measured cross-peak volumes, V('~2), and the corresponding values 

'r calculated with Eq. 7 after an optimal fit of  A, J and T'2 against V('~2). 
For  the assessment of  the error range to be attributed to- the J values obtained with the above 

procedures, one has to allow for the fact that the errors in J do not depend solely on the uncertain- 

ties in the experimental cross-peak volumes, but that other aspects of the experiment used and its 
interpretation are also of  importance, e.g., the choice of  the number of  different delay times "~2, 
and the validity of  the approximat ion that the overall relaxation can be described by a single ex- 
ponential function. Therefore, the error in J cannot be related directly to the errors in the cross- 

peak volumes. In principle, the Levenberg Marquardt  algorithm provides an error estimate based 
on the quality of  the fit according to Eqs. 7 and 8, thus considering all experimental aspects of  the 
determination of J. However, since this estimate is calculated from the curvature of  the plot o f z  2 

vs. J, it describes only the local behaviour near the final, optimal fit values for J, A and T~, and 
it usually yields very small error ranges. A grid search, where 3JHN u was systematically varied in 

steps of  0.1 Hz over the range 0-11 Hz and the parameters A and T', were fitted with Eq. 7 for 
minimal )~2 with each J value, showed that the distribution of X 2 values is not necessarily symmet- 

ric relative to the optimal fit value for J at ) ~ , .  In practice, the dependence of )~2 on 3JHN a ob- 
tained from such a grid search is therefore used to characterize the precision with which the cou- 
pling constants were measured, using asymmetric lower and upper limits, Je and Ju, for the 
measured 3JHN u values. These limits are given by the two values of  J where the ~2(j) curves  have 

,') 2 "J a (somewhat arbitrarily) predetermined value in the range between -)~m~. and 5)~,i,. 
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RESULTS 

This section starts with an illustration of the impact of the different relaxation mechanisms ef- 
fective in the experiments A and B in Fig. 1. To illustrate the use of the presently introduced meth- 
od for the determination of 3JHN,, under conditions where the application of other techniques for 
measurements of these coupling constants is limited by line broadening, we then show data for a 
small protein recorded at low temperature, and for a protein bound to DNA in a complex of mo- 
lecular weight 18 000. In both applications we assumed that the error for experimental determina- 
tion of zero volumes is 0.5% of the largest cross-peak volume observed in the spectrum recorded 
with the shortest delay z2. For both systems, this value is larger than the volumes obtained when 
integrating the random noise in spectral areas of similar size as the areas around the cross peaks 
used for the peak integration. The error attributed to the largest cross peak was taken as 10% of 
its volume. 

Impact of different relaxation reghnes 
The impact of the different relaxation regimes encountered when using either experiment A or 

experiment B in Fig. 1 is nicely illustrated with theexperiment with t 5N-labeled 434 repressor(1-69) 
at 13~-C shown in Fig. 2. The two spectra were recorded, respectively, using the experiment of Fig. 
IA without tSN refocusing pulse during ~2 and without heteronuclear decoupling during ~2 (Neri 
et al., 1990), and using the experiment of Fig. 1B without refocusing (i.e., "(1 = 0) and without de- 
coupling during t2, so that the observed cross peaks consist of doublets in antiphase with respect 
to IJ(15N,IH) along 0)2. This modification of the experimental schemes requires that the phase 04 

A B 

i J i i i ~ , , 

104  102  104  102  

(,~ (1H; ppm) (0 (1H; ppm) 

Fig. 2. Comparison of spin relaxation during z2 in the experiments of Figs. IA and B, which select, respectively, single- 
quantum coherence or transverse two-spin coherence at the outset of t , .  The measurements were made with the 434 repres- 
sor(l -69) at 13 C and the cross peak for the indole ring NH ol 'Trp ~* is shown. (A) Fourier transform of the lirst free induc- 
tion decay of a J-modulated [t~N?HJ-COSY spectrum recorded with the pulse sequence of Fig. I A without ~SN refocusing 
pulse during ~z. no deeoupling during t_,. and with O4 = [(Y)M-Yh,]2 (Neri el al.. 1990). (B) The same for the pulse se- 
quence of Fig. 1B with ~1' = 0, no decoupling during t2, and with 04 = [(Y)l, ( -Y)t6], (for both spectra: protein concentra- 
tion 7 raM, z, = 80 ms, bH frequency 600 MHz on a Bruker AMX-600 spectrometer, processing and plotting with identical 
parameters). 
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is changed from [(x)]6, (-x)16]n (Table 1) to [(Y)16, (-Y)16]n (Neri et al., 1990). Otherwise the two 
data sets were recorded and processed with identical conditions. Although the intensity of the 
high-field component of the antiphase doublets is practically the same in both spectra, the intens- 
ity of the low-field component is strongly reduced when the pulse sequence of Fig. 1A is used. This 
is due to the fact that the single-quantum coherence + N _ 2HyNz selected by the pulse sequence of 
Fig. 1A at the beginning of ~., is known to relax under the combined effects of  dipolar coupling 
and chemical-shift anisotropy (Gu~ron et al., 1984; Goldman, 1984). In contrast, in macromole- 
cules the transverse two-spin coherence, 2H~Ny, selected at the outset of ~2 by the experiment B 
is to first order insensitive to heteronuclear dipolar coupling relaxation (Kay and Bax, 1990). Be- 
cause the decoupled peaks obtained when using the complete experiments of Fig. 1 include the in- 
tensities of both fine-structure components (Fig. 2), significant improvements of the signal-to- 
noise ratio can be anticipated for the scheme B when compared with the scheme A, in particular 
for larger-size proteins for which dipolar relaxation makes a larger contribution to the overall re- 
laxation rate. 

6 "~ 

x x'',~ "Gk. 

I ~ I I I I 

2 0  4 0  6 0  8 0  1:2 [ms] 1 2 0  

Fig. 3. Results of the fitting process of Eq. 7 for the 4 residues Gin ~7 Ala.,i Thr:7 and Leu ~ of  the 434 repressor( l -69t. The 
cross-peak volumes are plotted vs. ~:. A series of 7 J-modulated pSN)H]-COSY spectra of  a uniformly ~N-labeled sample 
of the 434 repressorl I 69) was recorded with the ~2 values indicated, using the experiment of Fig. I B {protein concentra- 
tion 7 raM, 99% ~SN-enrichment, solvent H,O containing 25 mM K:HPO~ at pH 5.0. 100 mM KCI and 10% 1320, 
T = 13"C, ~H frequency 600 MHz  on a Bruker AMX-600  spectrometer, data size 136 points in t~ and 2048 points in t> 
t~,~ = 54 ms, t , , ~  = 131 ms, total measuring time per experiment 12 h}. Before Fourier transformation the time domain 
data were zero-filled to 512 points in t~ and 4096 points in t: and multiplied with sine-bell windows along t~ and t> with 
phase shifts of  n/5 and ~/9, respectively (De Marco and Wfithrieh, 19761, The measured cross-peak volumes, V, and the 
fitted curve (V (z~) in Eq. 7) are indicated by x x for Thr :7, O - - - O for Gln aT, i 1 �9 �9 ~TJ for Ala :~. and + ....... + 
for Leu 34. 
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Measurements qf 3JHN ~ in 434 repressor(1-69) at 1 3 C  
The preparation of the uniformly 15N-labeled 434 repressor(l-69) (M = 7.3 kDa) was de- 

scribed elsewhere (Anderson et al., 1984; Neff et al., 1989; Wider et al., 1989). Seven J-modulated 
[I 5N,ZH]_COSY spectra at 13~'C were recorded with the experiment of  Fig. 1A (see Fig. 3 for expe- 
rimental details). The individual values of  the delay time "~2 were distributed in regular intervals 
over the range 11-136 ms. Although the cross-peak volumes in the spectra recorded with short "r2 
delays are far from the point of  sign inversion, z~, these data points are useful for the fit because 
they have the best signal-to-noise ratio and hence the smallest relative errors in the peak intensity 
measurements. With the conditions chosen for these experiments, i.e., an aqueous solution at 
13~ measurements of  the 3JHN a coupling constants with other methods are not straightforward 
even for a small protein, since the T2 relaxation time is short and the lines are correspondingly 
broad. In the case of  the 434 repressor(l-69) we found that for the well-structured protein seg- 
ment 1-63, T~ for amide protons is in the range 21-47 ms at 13C.  The same range ofT'_, values 
was found for a pro te in-DNA complex with molecular weight 18 kDa in aqueous solution at 
36~ (see below). 

The Figs. 3 and 4 illustrate typical situations encountered in the data analysis. Figure 3 shows 
some of the nonlinear fits with Eq. 7 of the peak volumes measured for the 434 repressor(1-69) as 
a function of  the delay time "~2. These include residue Thr  27, which has a large coupling constant 
of 8.3 Hz, and Leu 34 with 3JHN,, = 4.8 Hz. For  both residues a narrow error range was obtained 
(Table 2). For  Thr  2v, which has one of  the largest 2 Xmi, values of all residues in the 434 repressor 
(1-69), this is due to the steep increase of X2(J) for values of J deviating from the optimal fit. For 
Leu 34 the very small value of ~2~, contributes to the narrow error range, which is defined by inter- 
secting the curve in Fig. 4 at a multiple of 2 Xm~." GlnlV, with a coupling constant of  3.1 Hz, illus- 
trates the situation where rapid T2-relaxation, i.e., T 2 = 28 ms, dampens the signal intensity (Fig. 
3). In spite of the strong asymmetry of  the corresponding curve in Fig. 4, the lower limit, J,,, is 

0.477" 

0 . 3  

0.2 

,' ) 
O. 1 - . 

i" ' 6 -  ~-- " �9 ) 

2 
~Jux(, [ l lz ]  

Fig. 4. Plot of  the parameter  X: (Eq. 8) vs. ~JHNu for the 434 repressor(l 69) at 13 C, with the range 0- 10 Hz covered in 
steps of  0.l Hz. These plots were obtained by first selecting an approximate  value of  9nN,, and then optimally fitting the 

two parameters A and T~ with Eq. 7. Data are shown for the same 4 residues of  the 434 repressor( 1 -69) as in Fig. 3: for 
Thr  :7 ( ), for Gin )7 ( . . . .  ), for Ala :t ( . - . )  and for Leu 34 ( ...... ). In the individual curves the optimal fit, with X-" = X.~i., 

is indicated by the symbols  x ,  + ,  o and ,_, respectively. In this presentation the extent of  the vertical scale was chosen to 
be 5 times the average of  X~i, of  all residues for which ~J.s ,  could be measured.  
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T A B L E  2 

P A R A M E T E R S  O B T A I N E D  W I T H  T H E  F I T T I N G  P R O C E D U R E S  O F  Eqs. 7 A N D  8 U S E D  TO E V A L U A T E  T H E  

~JHr~. C O U P L I N G  C O N S T A N T S  F O R  T H E  434 R E P R E S S O R (  I 69) AT 13 C" 

Res idue  h ~JHN,, J,. Ju Z" A T~ 

(Hz) (Hz) (Hz) (ms) 

lie-" 2.4 2.3 2.5 < 0.01 4,4 28.6 

Ser ~ 2.8 2.6 3.0 0.01 5,4 40.3 

Ser 4 4.8 4.7 4.8 0.01 5.3 38.3 

Arg  5 4.3 4.1 4.4 0,01 5.9 32.2 

Val 6 3.5 3.4 3.5 <0.01 5.6 33.7 

Lys 7 2.9 2.7 3.0 0.01 7.1 36.5 

Set  x 3.3 3.2 3.3 < 0.01 6.7 42.5 

Lys ~ 4.6 4.5 4,6 < 0.01 4.7 35.0 

Arg  I~ 2.8 2.8 2.9 < 0.01 6.5 35.3 

lie H 4.9 4.8 5.0 0.01 4.6 35.1 

Gin'-" 3.4 3.4 3.5 < 0.01 8.3 40.0 

Leu '3 6. I 6.1 6.2 0.01 7.8 36.1 

Leu t5 8.2 8.2 8.3 0.13 8.5 33.8 

Asn t6 7.9 7.8 8.1 0.01 4.6 24.4 

Glnt7 3. I 3.0 3.3 < 0.01 5.8 28.2 

Ala TM 4.3 4.2 4.3 < 0.01 3.7 42.7 

G1u '~ 4.1 4.0 4.2 0.01 7.2 35.1 

Leu -'~ 4.0 3.9 4.1 0.01 7.8 33. I 

Ala  :1 2.5 2.4 2.5 < 0.01 7.5 40.2 

Gin  2z 3.7 3.7 3.8 0.01 8.4 44.9 

k y s  -'3 4.8 4.8 4.9 < 0.01 9.6 39.7 

Val -'4 6.6 6.5 6.6 0,01 5.7 35.6 

Th r  -'~ 8,4 8.3 8.5 0.35 6.5 40.6 

Th r  -'7 8.3 8.2 8.4 0.07 6.3 35.2 

Gin  -'s 1.9 1.7 2.1 < 0.01 5.8 33.7 

Gin  -'~ 2.6 2.5 2.7 < 0,01 8.2 40.5 

Set  ~b 4.2 4.2 4.3 < 0.01 5.8 37.5 

l ie 3' 5.8 5.7 5.8 <0.01 7.1 31.7 

Glu  ~2 2.9 2.9 3.0 <0.01 5.2 36.8 

Gin  ~ 3,6 3.4 3.7 <0.01 2.3 36.9 

Leu -~4 4.8 4.7 4.8 < 0.01 6.3 34.3 

Glu  ~ 4.1 3.9 4.3 0.01 5.0 32.4 

Ash ~ 7.1 7.1 7.2 0.02 5.4 32.4 

Lys ~x 6.7 6.7 6.8 0.03 7.7 41,0 

Thr  ~ 8.2 8.1 8.2 0.36 8. I 42.8 

Lys ~1 6.8 6.7 6.8 0.03 7,7 41.0 

Arg  41 7.8 7.8 7.9 0.78 10.2 40.6 

A r g  ~ 4.6 4.5 4.8 < 0.01 3.9 21.7 

Leu 4~ 2.9 2.3 3.3 < 0.01 4.6 23.3 

G lu  4~ 4.5 4.2 4.7 0.03 6.0 29.8 

Leu 4x 4.1 4.0 4.2 0.01 5.7 31.7 

Ala  49 2.2 1,3 2,7 0.01 5.7 31.7 

Ser ~~ 3.6 3.6 3,7 < 0.01 9.2 46.6 

Ala  ~ 3.7 3.7 3.8 <0.01 9.4 45.5 

Leu s-~ 7.1 7.1 7.2 <0.01 3.0 33.3 
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TABLE 2 (continued) 

Residue h )J HN,, J,- J, X" A T'2 

(Hz) (Hz) (Hz) (ms) 

Val ~ �9 9.1 9.0 9.3 0.43 8.3 38.4 

Ser 5f 6.5 6.4 6.6 0.03 5.2 33. I 

VaP ~ 3.5 3.4 3.5 < 0.01 7.6 33. I 

Asp s7 2.9 2.7 2.9 < 0.01 7.3 39.3 

r r p  ~ 4.0 3.8 4.1 0.0l 4.4 34.3 

Leu ~'~ 3.3 3.2 3.3 < 0.01 6.9 33.5 

Asn ~j 8.8 8.8 8.9 0.10 6.0 36.9 

Thff '~ 6.6 6.6 6.7 0.01 4.2 41.8 

Set ~ 6.4 6.3 6.4 0. [4 11.3 54.3 

Asp ~5 6.4 6.4 6.5 0. [ 6 8.1 59.4 

Set ~ 6.4 6.3 6.4 0.03 12.4 80.3 

Asn ~7 7. I 7.4 7.5 0.05 I 1.3 92. I 

Val ~'~ 7.6 7.5 7.6 0.04 10.7 116.3 

Arg ~ 7.4 7.4 7.5 0.03 1 I. I 106.2 

.' The experimental data measured as specified in Fig. 3 were tiued by Eq. 7 with the parameters UHN,, A and T 2. The am- 

plitude A is given in arbitrary units. J, and Ju are lower and upper limits for aJHNu obtained from the X"(J) curves (Fig. 5) 

at the points where X" = 2~.~i,. 

b Not listed are the glycyl residues 14, 25, 37, 53 and 62, prolyl 42 and 46, and the residues 44 and 60 for which the ~N-tH 

cross peaks were overlapped under the experimental conditions used ( Fig. 3 ). 

again quite precisely defined because of the very small value o f ) r  The fit for Ala 21, for which 
a 3JHN u value of 2.5 Hz was obtained, is also associated with a very small X~,~, value (Table 2 and 
Fig. 4). This can be rationalized by the fact that a good signal-to-noise ratio was obtained even for 
r2 = 136 ms, where the peak volume is still clearly positive (Fig. 3), showing that a significantly 
longer "r2 delay than 136 ms would be needed for peak inversion. Following Eq. 1, 3JHN,, must 
therefore be very small. 

Table 2 lists the 3JHN u values obt:-iined using the fit procedure of  Eq. 7, as well as lower and up- 
per error limits, J,, and Ju, which correspond to those values of 3JItN, , for which X2(J) is equal to 
twice the minimal value X~, (Fig. 4). The remaining fit parameters A and T' 2 are also listed. In all, 
3JliNu determinations were obtained for 59 of the 69 residues in the 434 repressor( 1 69). The I0 
residues for which the data are missing are the N-tesminus, 5 glycines, 2 prolines, and 2 residues 
for which the amide proton resonances were overlapped in the [ISN,IH] plane (for details see 
Table 2). 

With the cut -offof  X-~(J) = 2X2m~. chosen to define the error limits J,, and Ju in Table 2, practically 
all 3JHN, values are well defined. The choice of this cut-off value for Z2(J) was based on a systemat- 
ic investigation of the influence of variable cut-off values on the error ranges obtained. In Fig. 5 
the 3JHN,~ values of Table 2 have been ordered by size along the horizontal axis. Error ranges ob- 
tained with a cut-off of  2X2~. are plotted as dashed lines, and those for a cut-off of 5X~. as dotted 
lines. The figure shows that for most residues the choice of  this factor was not critical. From Fig. 
5 we further conclude that for small coupling constants, 3JliN,, < 3.0 Hz, only an upper limit can 
be reliably derived with this method. 
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Fig. 5. Asymmetr ic  error ranges for the values of  UHN. in the 434 repressor( 1 69) at 13 C .  In this presentation the coupling 

constants  have been sorted along the horizontal axis according to increasing size; the index n is thus not related with the 

anaino acid sequence. The error ranges have been calculated by reading the values of  the lower and upper limits. J,. and Ju. 

from curves of the type shown in Fig. 4. The solid line connects the values calculated for UHN,,, the two broken lines repre- 

sent the error limits obtained at •2(j) = 2~i , ,  and the dotted lines those obfained at X2iJ) = 5~.~i, , (see text). 

Measurements of 3JItN~ in a protein-DNA complex 
The preparation of  a 1:1 complex of the uniformly tSN-labeled Antennapedia homeodomain 

with a 14-base pair DNA duplex was described in Otting et al. (1990). The molecular weight of  
this complex is ~ 18 kDa. A 0.5-mM solution of the complex was used at 36'~C. As with the 434 
repressor(1 69), a series of  7 J-modulated [15N,IH]-COSY spectra was recorded with the experi- 
mental scheme of  Fig. I B, but a shorter maximal delay "c~ of  90 ms was used because with the 14- 
fold lower concentration, poor  signal-to-noise ratios are implicated for longer "t2-values. Each in- 

dividual recording took about 9 h. 
The measured cross-peak volumes and the fits with Eq. 7 are shown for selected residues in Fig. 

6, and the X 2 vs. J dependence for the same examples is presented in Fig. 7. The solid curves in 
these two figures describe the result obtained for Tyr 25, which has a large coupling constant of 8.2 
Hz. The steep slopes of the plot o f x  2 as a function of J (Fig. 7) show that this coupling was deter- 

2~mi,, are 8.1 and 8.3 Hz; they mined with high precision. The values of  J,, and Ju for a cut-off of 2 
thus define an error range of  _+ 0.1 Hz. A measurement of  a small coupling constant, 3.9 Hz, is 
given by the dash-dotted lines. The corresponding residue, Arg 43, is located in an a-helix (Qian et 
al., 1989). Although the lower limit, J,,, is not precisely defined because of the small gradient o f x  2 
vs. J in the left branch of the curve (Fig. 7), the upper limit is well defined by the steep increase of 
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the X 2 vs. J curve.  Ty r  tl (do t t ed  curve)  is also loca ted  in a helix (Qian  et al. ,  1989) and  has a small  

coup l ing  o f  4.6 Hz, but  bo th  an uppe r  l imit  and  a lower  l imit  cou ld  be es tabl i shed .  The  four th  

example  (dashed  curve)  descr ibes  the res idue Thr  27, which has  a r e laxa t ion  t ime T~ o f  27.6 ms and  

is thus p laced  at  the lower end o f  the observed  range  o f  T'2 values  for  a m i d e  p r o t o n s  in this com-  

plex, which extends  f rom 22 to 46 ms (the only  except ion  is the C- t e rmina l  res idue with a value  o f  

90.3 ms). F igure  7 shows tha t  in spite o f  the shor t  r e l axa t ion  t ime,  the coup l ing  cons t an t  o f  7.7 Hz  

is well defined by the X 2 vs. J curve.  

F igure  8 presents  the d a t a  on J, Je and  Ju o b t a i n e d  f rom Fig. 7 in the same way as in Fig. 5 

above .  Wi th  two except ions  all coup l ing  cons tan t s  larger  than  4.5 Hz are  de t e rmined  wi thin  nar-  

row limits.  The  except ions  are  Arg  I~ and  Arg  2s, which have small  T~ values  o f  29.5 ms and  22.4 

ms, respect ively,  and  the smal les t  values  for  the c ross -peak  vo lume  at t ime zero,  A (Eq. 7). F o r  

coupl ings  smal le r  than 4.5 Hz, no signif icant  lower  l imit  was usual ly  ob ta ined .  The  inabi l i ty  to ob-  

tain lower  l imits is p r o b a b l y  due  to the shor t  ma x ima l  de lay  t ime z2 chosen  for the expe r imen t s  

30 
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Fig. 6. Results of the fitting process of Eq. 7 for the 4 residues Tyr", Tyr :-~, Thr 27 and Arg 4~ of the Antennapedia homeodo- 
main in a protein-DNA complex. The cross-peak volumes are ploited vs. x,. A series of 7 J-modulated [15N,'H]-COSY 
spectra of a uniformly ~SN-labeled sample of the Antennapedia homeodomain in a protein-DNA complex was recorded 
with the x2 values indicated, using the experiment of Fig. I B (protein concentration 0.5 raM, 99% '~N-enrichment, solvent 
H:O containing 25 mM K2HPO4 at pH 6.0, 100 mM KCI and 6% D20, T = 36~ 'H frequency 600 MHz on a Bruker 
AM-600 spectrometer, data size 100 points in t. and 2048 points in t2, h m~ = 32 ms, t:.~, = 135 ms, total measuring time 
per experiment 9 h). Before Fourier transformation the time domain data were zero-filled to 512 points in h and 4096 
points in t2 and multiplied with sine-bell windows along t~ and t2, with phase shifts of~/3 and rt/5, respectively (De Marco 
and W/.ithrich, 1976). The measured cross-peak volumes, V, and the fitted curve (V (T2) in Eq. 7) are indicated by x x 
for Tyr :~, + - - - +  for Thr -'7, [] . . . .  [] for Arg43, and �9 ....... �9 for Tyr". 
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Fig. 7. Plot of  the parameter 7.-" (Eq. 8) vs. 3JHN a for the DNA-bound  Antennapedia homeodomain,  with the range 0 l0 Hz 
covered in steps of 0.1 Hz. These plots were obtained by first selecting an approximate value of 3JnN., and then optimally 
fitting the two parameters A and T~. with Eq. 7. Data are shown for the same 4 residues of the Antennapedia homeodomain 
as in Fig. 6, using a solid line for Tyr -'~, a dashed line for Thr '-7, a dash-dotted line for Arg 4~, and a dotted line for TyrOL 
In the individual curves the optimal fit, with ;(-' = ;(~. ,  is indicated by the symbols x ,  + ,  o and ~_, respectively�9 The extent 
of  the vertical scale was chosen as in Fig. 4. 
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Fig. 8. Visual presentation of the asymmetric error ranges for the values of 3JHN, in the Antennapedia homeodomain in a 
pro te in -DNA complex. In this presentation the coupling constants have been sorted along the horizontal axis according 
to increasing size, and n thus is an index that is unrelated with the amino acid sequence�9 The error ranges have been calcu- 
lated by reading the values of the lower and upper limits, J, and Ju, from curves of the type shown in Fig. 7. The solid line 
connects the values calculated for 3JHNa, the two broken lines represent the error limits obtained at ;(-'(J) = 2X~,  and the 
dotted lines those obtained at Z2(J) = 5X2m~. (see text). 
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with this complex, whereas the choice of  a maximal delay z2 of 136 ms for the 434 repressor(1-69) 

resulted in more precise data for small couplings. However, the structural information needed for 
the determination of the secondary structure is already contained in the measured upper limits for 
couplings smaller than about  5 Hz, or in the lower limits for couplings larger than about  7 Hz 
(Pardi et al., 1984). Most important ,  this information was readily obtained from the present 

experiments with a dilute solution of  the complex. In Fig. 9 the J values of  Fig. 8 are plotted vs. 
the protein sequence. A good correlation with the secondary structure of  the protein (Qian et al., 

1989; Otting et al., 1990)is readily apparent.  

DISCUSSION 

The two examples presented in Figs. 3-9 and Table 2 demonstrate  that J-modulated [15N,IH]- 

COSY is capable of  providing reliable data on 3Jt~N~ coupling constants in proteins under condi- 
tions which are generally known to make measurements of  this parameter  difficult. The method 
as described here provided the values for 3JHN,, that were used in the calculation of the structure 

of  the 434 repressor(l-69) (Neri et al., 1992). Furthermore,  the scalar couplings obtained with the 
J-modulated [15N,I H]-COSY experiment contributed direct evidence for the close structural simi- 

larity of  the Antennapedia homeodomain  in the free and complexed state (Otting et al., 1990). The 
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Fig. 9. Coupling constants JHN. in the DNA-bound Antennapedia homeodomain plotted vs. the amino acid sequence. The 
location of the helices in the homeodomain (Qian et al.. 1989: Offing et al., 1990) are indicated at the bottom with bars la- 
beled u I fa4. 
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asymmetric uncertainty ranges illustrated by Figs. 5 and 8 and Table 2 are a special feature of the 
results obtained, which is further discussed in the following. 

The values of Z~i, obtained for the optimal fit o fA.  J and T~ in Eq. 7 show how well the experi- 
mental data can be fitted by the function given in Eq. 7. They are therefore also a good indication 
of the quality of  the spectral data, i.e., they indicate to what extent the peak integrals are falsified 
by tails of neighboring peaks, or by noise, etc. For this reason we chose to base estimates of the 
error ranges on the Z~ ,  values that were obtained for the optimal fits, and for each residue the er- 
ror ranges given in Table 2 and Figs. 5 and 8 were defined by intersecting the ;(2(j) curve (Figs. 4 
and 7) with a horizontal line at a given multiple of Z~,.  In the application with the 434 repressor 
(1-69), variation of this multiplication factor between 2 and 5 did not critically influence the re- 
sulting error ranges, except for residues with large values of  Z~,,  which were then examined indi- 
vidually (Fig. 5). 

The reason for the asymmetric distribution of Je and Ju about the optimal value of J is the asym- 
metric shape of the curves in Figs. 4 and 7, which depend in a complex way on a large number of 
parameters. Among these parameters are the relaxation time T'2 and A, the peak volume at r2 = 0. 
Fast relaxation and a small initial peak volume will increase the average error in the peak integra- 
tion and thus a larger selection of triplets of the fitting parameters A. J and T2 (Eq. 7) will give an 
acceptable fit with a low value o f z  2. Nearly symmetric curves are usually obtained for larger cou- 
pling constants, for which high-quality experimental data can be obtained. 
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